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Professor Christopher Hull has brought together in one text, the information and support systems for

the clinician's clear understanding of the value of pharmacokinetics to the anaethetic care of

patients. This book ranges far and wide over the areas necessary for an understanding of those

activities in which the body deals with anaesthetic drugs to it. There are splendid summary chapters

on the basic mathematics (made reasonably comprehensive for the novice) and the underlying

physical chemistry of the methods by which administered drugs gain access to their target cells and

tissues in the body to produce appropriate and desirable actions. The author leads the reader into

application of these fundamental scientific concepts to the behaviour of actual drugs that the

anaesthetist uses in his practice to provide a more rational understanding of how they behave and,

therefore, to help the reader to master their admistration for increased patient safety as well as for

clinical effectiveness. Professor Hull concludes his computer treatise on pharmacokinetic activity.
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